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Reef corals are highly sensitive to heat, yet populations resistant to climate change
have recently been identified. To determine the mechanisms of temperature
tolerance, we reciprocally transplanted corals between reef sites experiencing
distinct temperature regimes, and tested subsequent physiological and gene
expression profiles. Local acclimatization and fixed effects, such as adaptation,
contributed about equally to heat tolerance and are reflected in patterns of gene
expression. In less than two years, acclimatization achieves the same heat tolerance
that we would expect from strong natural selection over many generations for these
long-lived organisms. Our results show both short-term acclimatory and longerterm adaptive acquisition of climate resistance. Adding these adaptive abilities to
ecosystem models is likely to slow predictions of demise for coral reef ecosystems.
Reef-building corals have experienced global declines resulting from
bleaching events sparked by pulses of warm water exposure (1–4). However, corals in naturally warm environments can have high resistance to
bleaching temperatures, and can survive heat exposure that would bleach
conspecifics in cooler microclimates (5, 6). Similarly, recent discovery
of populations of acidification-resistant corals show that physiological or
evolutionary mechanisms of environmental accommodation exist (7, 8).
Such populations are ideal test sites for research into the mechanisms of
coral response to climate change.
Corals in adjacent backreef pools in the U.S. National Park of American Samoa on Ofu Island experience strong differences in temperature
(9, 10). In the Highly Variable (HV) Pool, temperatures often exceed the
local critical bleaching temperature of 30°C, reaching 35°C during
strong noontime low tides (6). By contrast, the Moderately Variable
(MV) Pool rarely experiences temperatures above 32°C. Corals in the
HV Pool have higher growth rates (9, 10), higher survivorship and higher symbiont photosynthetic efficiency during experimental heat stress
than conspecifics from the MV Pool (6). These pools provide a powerful
system to test the speed and extent of coral acclimatization and adaptation to warm water conditions in the context of future climate change.
To test corals in their native habitats for physiological resistance to
heat stress, we collected branches of the table top coral Acropora hyacinthus (cryptic species E, (11)) and exposed them to experimental
bleaching conditions. A. hyacinthus is a cosmopolitan species that comprises a large percentage of hard coral cover on Pacific reefs and shows
high levels of bleaching and mortality during large-scale bleaching
events (4). We chose A. hyacinthus for this study because it is a dominant reef-builder and is especially sensitive to environmental stress,
making its relative ability to acclimate or adapt extremely important to
the future of coral reef ecosystems as climate change proceeds. We subjected branches of corals to a prescribed ramp in water temperature of 29
- 34°C for 3 hours, followed by an incubation for 3 hours at 34°C. These
conditions mimic the natural increase in temperature observed in the HV
Pool during a tidal cycle. Experiments on fragments of tagged and monitored colonies showed that individuals native to the HV Pool exhibit
higher resistance to thermal stress, measured by retention of chlorophyll
derived from photosynthetic symbionts, than corals from the MV Pool

(Fig. 1). The average retention of chlorophyll-a after experimental heat stress
was 80% in HV Pool corals (Fig. 1C)
but only 45% in MV Pool corals (Fig.
1A, t test, p<0.00001) compared with
controls.
To test for acclimatization, we
transplanted coral colonies of A. hyacinthus reciprocally from their native
locations in the HV and MV pools to
three transplant sites within each pool.
We transplanted six colonies from the
HV Pool and twelve from the MV Pool.
After 12, 19, and 27 months, we tested
transplanted colonies for thermal resistance. For 11 separate colonies, 22 of
23 paired bleaching experiments show
that corals acquired at least part of the
heat sensitivity of the pool they were
transplanted into. The experiments
showed higher chlorophyll-a retention
during heat stress in colonies transplanted to the HV Pool than in the same
colony transplanted to the MV Pool (p
< 0.0001, paired t test, Fig. 2). Bleaching resistance did not vary with the time

of transplant or season (p>0.80).
Although the MV Pool corals acquired heat resistance when moved
to the HV Pool, they did not achieve the resistance of native HV corals.
MV pool corals transplanted to the HV Pool retained less chlorophyll in
bleaching experiments than corals native to the HV pool (compare Fig.
1C and Fig. 1D; i.e., 67.5% and 80%, respectively. Student’s t test
p<0.05). By contrast, HV Pool corals transplanted into the MV Pool
dropped their chlorophyll-a retention to the same level as the MV Pool
natives (compare Fig. 1 A and Fig. 1 B; i.e., 47% and 45%, respectively).
To understand the physiological changes associated with acquired
heat resistance, we investigated gene expression in reciprocally transplanted corals. Six corals were sampled at noon on August 30, 2011,
each from reciprocal transplant sites in the HV and MV Pools. Reads
from 12 mRNA extractions (one from each coral from each pool) were
mapped to the A. hyacinthus assembly developed by Barshis et al. (12).
Data pipelines and statistical procedures followed De Wit et al. (13).
Transcriptome profiles of transplanted colonies show strong evidence for
acclimatization. A 2-way ANOVA of 16,728 coral genes detected 74
that changed significantly when comparing genetically identical coral
fragments between the two pools (average 3.4-fold expression difference, FDR-corrected p value <0.05, Table S3). Among the 55 contigs
with annotations, we found several transcription factors and cell signaling proteins (14 contigs), heat shock and chaperonin proteins (9 contigs),
TRAF-type proteins, cytochrome P450 and fluorochromes (Fig. 3A) that
appeared to be involved in heat acclimation.
The ANOVA test also highlights 71 contigs with differential expression depending on the origin of colonies (2-way ANOVA experimentwide FDR p<0.05, Table S2). These genes showed differences in expression levels depending strictly on the pool of origin, not on the final
transplant site. In our previous work members of the tumor necrosis
factor receptor (TNFR) superfamily, which is involved in eukaryotic
immune function and apoptosis (14, 15), were constitutively upregulated in native HV Pool corals (13). In the current data set, one
TNFR gene exhibited a 9.9 fold difference in expression in coral colonies native to the HV Pool, whether they were living in the HV or MV
pools (Fig. 3B), when compared with corals native to the MV Pool.
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These results indicated that mediators of coral thermal resistance have
fixed constitutive expression levels in either pool, perhaps representing
signs of genetically-based local adaptation.
Our transcriptome data also allowed us to test for changes in the
proportions of symbiotic algae during coral acclimatization. Symbiodinium clades C and D are common in corals in American Samoa and corals
in warmer microclimates tend to have clade D symbionts (16). Though
most colonies are dominated by one or the other of these clades, all colonies we have tested host background populations of the other clade
(17). To test if coral host acclimation was accompanied by changes in
symbiont proportion, we estimated the proportion of clade C and D by
counting the transcriptome reads that mapped exclusively to small artificial test contigs of ITS1, ITS2 and the chloroplast 23S gene, which distinguish clade C and D Symbiodinium (17). In our experiments,
symbiont type explained a negligible fraction of the variation in bleaching resistance in common garden conditions (R2 = 0.15 and 0.06 in the
HVP and the MVP transplants, respectively, p>0.30, Fig. S2). Our data
also showed little shift in C versus D proportions as a result of transplantation. When clade C-dominated MV Pool corals are moved to the HV
Pool their proportion of clade D shifts from <1% to about 2%. Likewise
D-dominated HV corals moved to the MV Pool maintain only about 4%
clade-C symbionts (Fig. 4). Additionally, there were no gene expression
changes in Symbiodinium between transplants to the different pools,
suggesting little acclimation by symbionts occurred in the altered environmental conditions (18).
These experiments showed that some corals are capable of broad acclimatization to microclimate and developed enhanced resistance to
bleaching without changing symbionts. We can place this capacity for
acclimatization in an evolutionary context by comparing the natural
phenotypic difference we find between pools with the shift due to acclimatization after transplantation. Phenotypic change in evolutionary biology is often measured by the intensity parameter I, which is defined as
the change in mean phenotype before versus after natural selection, divided by the standard deviation (19). In our case, we applied this concept
to the spatial differences between pools instead of to temporal differences. The average phenotypic change from corals native to the HV Pool
versus the MV Pool was 0.35 with a standard deviation of 0.14 (compare
Fig. 1A and Fig. 1C). Thus, the phenotypic shift between pools was 2.5
standard deviations.
Here, I measures the difference in phenotype between coral populations subjected to different environments, and is affected by phenotypic
change caused by the fixed effects between the microclimates (denoted
IF), as well as by the acclimatization of individuals (denoted IA), I =
IF+IA. In this case, fixed effects include evolutionary adaptation, shifts in
symbiont type, developmental changes and epigenetics. Our transplant
experiment allowed us to measure IA as the average change in mean
phenotype among acclimating individuals (0.214) divided by the standard deviation (0.137), resulting in IA = 1.56 (Fig. 1A vs B and C vs D).
This in turn allowed us to estimate IF to be 0.94 standard deviation units
(= I - IA).
These estimates indicated that these corals did acclimate to higher
temperatures. The change in phenotype due to acclimatization (1.56 sd
units) was similar to, but higher than the change we estimated is caused
by fixed effects between pools (0.94 sd units).
We have provisionally extended this analysis to gene expression to
illustrate the dual roles of acclimation and adaptation in gene expression
shifts. There are 141 contigs for which corals native to the HV Pool
showed expression levels that were more than one standard deviation
different from corals native to the MV Pool, and that were significant in
the above 2-way ANOVA analysis. Considering gene expression as a
phenotype, these loci had an intensity I >1.0. We also measured the contribution of acclimation to this phenotypic change by measuring gene
expression in MV Pool corals in the HV Pool and vice versa. For these

141 contigs, the change caused by acclimation (IA) averaged 42% of the
phenotypic difference (Fig. S4, Table S4), with the rest being caused by
fixed effects (IF). Loci with strong fixed effects included Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor (as above) and a series of cellular transport loci with
unknown function in corals. As in the case of bleaching phenotypes,
fixed effects could be due to adaptive evolution, but also affected by
developmental changes, epigenetics and symbiont type. It is also possible there are residual effects that might eventually be erased by longer
residence time. However, our experiments were conducted on branches
that grew in situ after transplantation, and so our data are from tissues
that never experienced the native pool environment. Loci with strong
components of acclimation include the Tumor Necrosis Factor ReceptorAssociated Factors, the signaling transducers for TNFR, as well as Ras
and Rab proteins, transcription factors and heat shock proteins.
The possibility that corals can acclimate to local differences has been
suggested for decades: conspecific corals at different latitudes show
bleaching temperatures 1-2°C above local mean summer maximum sea
surface temperature (20, 21), despite substantial differences in mean
summer maximum temperatures. However, the mechanism generating
this pattern has never been strongly tested. Early analyses of the threat to
corals from climate change (1, 2) emphasized the potential for coral
acclimatization or local adaptation to alter predictions of climate change
effects. New models show that coral adaptation over a forty year time
frame could substantially change predictions for coral reef demise (22).
But because future adaptation over many generations has been considered too slow for long-lived species such as corals, the role of individual
acclimatization in coral environmental tolerance has been central to the
debate on the future of reefs. The corals in our experiment achieved a
larger bleaching phenotype shift (IA = 1.56) due to acclimatization within
15-24 months than the shift due to fixed effects between habitats, a substantial acceleration in the rate of local matching of coral phenotype to
thermal environment. Our results clearly show that acclimatization can
allow corals to acquire significant high temperature resistance more
quickly than strong natural selection would produce.
We do not yet know how many coral species can acclimate or
evolve. Several dozen coral species live and grow in the over-heated
backreef pools of Ofu (23), but whether all individual colonies have
equal acclimatization ability, or if there is an upper thermal limit to acclimatization or adaptation (24) remain unknown. It is also probable that
multiple stressors – from acidification and heat, for example – can reduce the ability of corals to respond (25). Thus, acclimatization alone
cannot be expected to completely overcome the threat to corals from
widespread bleaching events, especially if the onset of high temperature
stress is abrupt and sustained. In this regard, the tempo and severity of
heat anomalies will be critical for effective coral acclimatization.
Persistence of populations through climate change demands biogeographic shifts of species (26–28), evolutionary adaptation of populations
(29) or local acclimatization of individuals (2). For long-lived, sessile
foundation species that create ecosystem habitat such as forest trees or
reef building corals, range shifts and evolution are predicted to be slow
(2, 30). As a consequence, the rate and scope of acclimatization in these
species to future environmental conditions is central to understanding the
impact of climate change. For the fast-growing, shallow water species
we studied, acclimatory andadaptive responses allowed them to inhabit
reef areas with water temperatures far above their expected tolerances.
How well other corals can similarly respond, and what the limits of these
responses are, will determine how well current models accurately predict
the future demise of coral reefs.
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Fig. 1. Chlorophyll retention in coral colonies exposed to experimental heat stress compared with non-stressed
controls. Upper panels show results from corals native to the Moderately Variable (MV) Pool (A) and moved into the MV
Pool (B). The lower panels are from corals native to the Highly Variable (HV) Pool (C) and moved into the HV Pool (D).
The smoothed curve reflects the distribution in panel A and is included in other panels for reference.
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Fig. 2. Response of corals to reciprocal transplantation. The degree of bleaching experienced by a coral colony is
measured by the ratio of chlorophyll that remains in experimentally heat stressed colonies (N=2-4 replicates per colony)
compared to non-heat-stressed controls. Data are from eleven transplants into both the MV Pool (red) and HV Pool (blue).
Error bars are standard deviations for colonies that were stressed-tested on 2-3 separate dates each.
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Fig. 3. Changes in gene expression between colonies based on their transplant site (A) or original location (B).
Light red represents corals native to the HV Pool sampled after living in the HV Pool. Light blue: MV natives sampled in MV
Pool. Dark red: HV natives in MV. Dark Blue: MV natives in MV. Error bars are standard deviations. C) The fraction of the
gene expression difference between pools that is explained by fixed effects (red columns) versus acclimation (blue
columns) for 128 loci that have large differences in expression between natives of the MV and HV Pools. These 128
contigs correspond to the loci in Table S4 and are listed by increasing level of acclimation between pools. Negative fixed
effects occur when acclimation of transplanted corals exceeds the differences seen between natives. In our data this
occurs largely (33 of 35 cases) because transplanted HV Pool corals in the MV Pool have higher gene expression than MV
Pool natives.
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Fig. 4. High similarity of symbiont clade D proportion in six coral colonies transplanted to each of the HV Pool and MV Pool
after 12 months of post-transplant growth.
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